
6Connect has improved user interfaces and their
6Parcels Driver App in Release 2.7
6Connect.biz has released a new version 2.7 with a variety of updates and improvements. Tracking
can be performed through the 6Parcels Driver App.

SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, June 27, 2017 /EINPresswire.com/ -- 6Connect.biz has

6Connect should be the go-to
platform for all of your
logistics delivery needs.”

Sean Seah

released a new version 2.7 with a variety of updates and
improvements. Tracking can be performed through the
6Parcels Driver App, through the website under the login for
the account and under orders, via email notifications, or even
a personalized delivery tracking page created for your
organization.   They have now added a more convenient way
to track orders through their website at www.6connect.biz/

Their website has also improved the User Interface to make it easier to navigate around. The payment
interface will be simplified with each organization having one payment account that can be pre-paid or
post-paid with a simplified form and a streamlined payment system (Stripe.com).

The dashboard has also been improved with the balance left in each organizational payment account.
There are also shortcut links where a quick delivery order can be placed directly from the dashboard.
Email notifications have also been simplified for delivery order status updates. Mass upload updates
are now available with 3 different templates for all of your business needs including eCommerce,
document, or parcel delivery requests.

The 6Parcels Driver App now has a controller mode where there is the ability to assign drivers,
accept/reject orders, see messages for assigned deliveries, see a list of drivers and their orders, and
the ability to call the order requester.  POD can also be updated with a simple photo.

6Connect is the best logistics platform available in Singapore and should be helping your business
with all of its delivery scheduling needs. The fast-paced and ever-changing logistics industry is
understood by 6Connect and they provide new releases bi-weekly to keep their platform working
optimally. Trust 6Connect with your shipping and logistics needs.
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